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Abstract. This paper is devoted to finding explicit formulas for two kinds of reproducing kernels
in some reproducing kernel spaces. Usually for calculating the reproducing kernel of space
W m2 Œa;b, one must solve a large system of ordinary differential equations with 4m equations
in 4m unknowns. Hence, it is worthy to have explicit formulas to save time and computational
efforts. The advantage of using these formulas is clearly seen in the plotted graphs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the reproducing kernel Hilbert space method has been con-
sidered by many authors. Reproducing kernel Hilbert space method is an effective
method for solving many problems, including ordinary, partial, integro-differential,
integral equations, etc. [1–25].
To obtain reproducing kernel we have to perform complex calculations at high
volumes. So we decided to introduce, in this paper, explicit formulas to calculate
unknown coefficients of the reproducing kernel. That will save time and reduce the
high cost of computing. First, we divide reproducing kernel spaces in terms of the
types of problems, different initial and boundary conditions, the inner product, and
the necessary norm on the environment. The first class (i.e. W m2 Œa;b) is inten-
ded for problems without initial and boundary conditions and the second class (i.e.
W nC12;a Œa;b) is devoted to the problems with the initial conditions. The findings of
this article for readers, especially for users of reproducing kernel method, is helpful
in time saving.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some reprodu-
cing kernel spaces. We devote Section 3 to finding explicit formulas for reproducing
kernels. We end the paper with conclusions.
c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2. REPRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT SPACES
In this section, we first define the reproducing kernel and reproducing kernel space,
and then we introduce some reproducing kernel spaces.
Definition 1 ([1, 4]). Let
H D ff j f is a real valued f unction onX; X is an abst ract setg
be a Hilbert space, with inner product
hf .:/;g.:/iH ; f; g 2H :
If there exists a function K.x; :/ 2H for each fixed x 2X and for any f 2H
hf .:/;K.x; :/iH D f .x/;
then K.x; :/ is called the reproducing kernel of H and Hilbert space H is called the
reproducing kernel space.
For solving some functional equations such as integral and differential equations
using the reproducing kernel Hilbert space method, we use the reproducing kernel
space W m2 Œa;b defined as follows.
Definition 2 ([4]). For m 2N,
W m2 Œa;bDfuju.m 1/ is an absolutely continuous f unction;u.m/ 2L2Œa;bg:







u.m/./v.m/./d; u;v 2W m2 Œa;b
jjujjm D
p
hu;uim; u 2W m2 Œa;b:
To solve initial value problems including ordinary differential equations, integro-
differential equations and differential equations of fractional order, we define the
reproducing kernel space W nC12;a Œa;b as follows.
Definition 3. For n 2N,
W nC12;a Œa;bD fu 2W nC12 Œa;bju.j /.a/D 0; j D 0; : : : ;n 1g:




u.nC1/./v.nC1/./d; u;v 2W nC12;a Œa;b
jjujjn;a D
q
hu;uin;a; u 2W nC12;a Œa;b:
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3. EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR REPRODUCING KERNELS
In this section we investigate explicit formula for each one of the reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces introduced in Definitions 2 and 3.
3.1. Reproducing kernel of the space W m2 Œa;b








jtDa D . 1/m j 1 @2m j 1Kfmg.x;t/@t2m j 1 jtDa;
@mCjKfmg.x;t/
@tmCj jtDb D 0; 0 j < m:
(3.1)
where ı is the Dirac delta function. The following theorem holds.
Theorem 1 ([4]). Under the assumptions of Eq. (3.1), Hilbert space W m2 Œa;b is
a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with the reproducing kernel function Kfmg.x; :/;
namely for each u 2W m2 Œa;b and any fixed x 2 Œa;b; it follows that
hu.:/;Kfmg.x; :/im D u.x/:
While x ¤ t , function Kfmg.x; t/ is the solution of the following linear homogen-





with the boundary conditions:(
@jKfmg.x;t/
@tj
jtDa D . 1/m j 1 @2m j 1Kfmg.x;t/@t2m j 1 jtDa;
@mCjKfmg.x;t/
@tmCj jtDb D 0; 0 j < m:
(3.3)
We know that Eq. (3.2) has characteristic equation 2mD 0, and the eigenvalue D 0
is a root with multiplicity 2m. Hence, the general solution of the system (3.1) is
Kfmg.x; t/D
 P2m
iD1 ci .x/.t  a/i 1; t  x;P2m
iD1di .x/.t  a/i 1; t > x:
(3.4)















m; j D 2m 1:
(3.5)
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Therefore, using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.5), we have a system of 4m equations with 4m
unknowns (ci .x/ and di .x/; i D 1; : : : ;2m). By solving this system the unknown
coefficients of Eq. (3.4) are uniquely determined. Solving the above system needs
high CPU time.





Rfmg.x; t/; t  x;
Lfmg.x; t/; t > x;
be the reproducing kernel function of the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaceW m2 Œa;b.













Proof of Theorem 2. It is enough to prove that the function Kfmg.x; t/ satisfies








































.i j/Š ; m j < 2m;












; j D 0;: : : ;m 1;
. 1/j m .x a/2m j 1
















.2m i 1/Š.i j/Š ; 0 j <m;P2m 1
iDj . 1/i m .x a/
2m j 1
.2m i 1/Š.i j/Š ; m< 2m:
(3.8)














Furthermore, for j D 0; : : : ;2m, the j th-derivative of the function Lfmg.x; t/ with













.i j/Š ; 0 j <m;
0; m j  2m: (3.9)

















.i j/Š ; 0 j <m;
















; 0 j <m;
0; m j < 2m:
(3.11)
Thus, by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9), @
2mKfmg.x;t/
@t2m




































D 0; j D 0;: : : ;m 1;
(3.12)






jtDb D 0;j Dm;:: : ;2m 1: (3.13)



































.2m j 1/Š.i j/Š ; 0 j <m;P2m 1
iDj . 1/i m .x a/
2m j 1
.2m j 1/Š.i j/Š ; m j < 2m:
(3.15)
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TABLE 1. Explicit expressions of Rfmg.x; t/ for mD 1; : : : ;5
m Rfmg.x;t/
1 1 aC t
2 1C .x a/.t  a/C .x a/.t  a/2=2  .t  a/3=6
3 1C .x a/.t  a/C .x a/2.t  a/2=4C .x a/2.t  a/3=12
 .x a/.t  a/4=24C .t  a/5=120
4 1C .x a/.t  a/C .x a/2.t  a/2=4C .x a/3.t  a/3=36C .x a/3.t  a/4=144
 .x a/2.t  a/5=240C .x a/.t  a/6=720  .t  a/7=5040
5 1C .x a/.t  a/C .x a/2.t  a/2=4C .x a/3.t  a/3=36C .x a/4.t  a/4=576
C.x a/4.t  a/5=2880  .x a/3.t  a/6=4320C .x a/2.t  a/7=10080
 .x a/.t  a/8=40320C .t  a/9=362880

















.2m i 1/Š.i j/Š ; 0 j <m;
.x a/2m j 1P2m 1iDj . 1/mCi 1.2m i 1/Š.i j/Š ; m j < 2m 1;
. 1/m; j D 2m 1:
D
(
. 1/m 1.x a/2m j 1P2m 1iDj . 1/i.2m i 1/Š.i j/Š ; 0 j  2m 2;











; 0 j  2m 2;
. 1/m; j D 2m 1:
D
(
. 1/mCj 1.x a/2m j 1 .1 1/2m j 1 ; 0 j  2m 2;
. 1/m; j D 2m 1:
D

0; 0 j  2m 2;
. 1/m; j D 2m 1:

Explicit expressions of the reproducing kernel functions inW m2 Œa;b for 1m 5
are shown in Table 1.
3.2. Reproducing kernel of the space W nC12;a Œa;b

























tDb D 0; n < j < 2n;
(3.16)
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where ı is the Dirac delta function. Similar to Theorem 1, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. Under the assumptions of Eq. (3.16), Hilbert space W nC12;a Œa;b is a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space with the reproducing kernel function KfnC1ga .x; :/;
namely for each u 2W nC12;a Œa;b and any fixed x 2 Œa;b; it follows that
hu.:/;KfnC1ga .x; :/in;a D u.x/:
While x ¤ t , function KfnC1ga .x; t/ is the solution of the following linear homo-
geneous differential equation of order 2nC2,
. 1/nC1 @
2nC2KfnC1ga .x; t/
@t2nC2 D 0; (3.17)





















tDb D 0; n < j < 2n:
(3.18)
We know that Eq. (3.17) has characteristic equation 2nC2 D 0, and the eigenvalue




iD1 ˛i .x/.t  a/i 1; t  x;P2nC2
iD1 ˇi .x/.t  a/i 1; t > x:
(3.19)



















nC1; j D 2nC1:
(3.20)
Therefore, using Eqs. (3.16) and (3.20), we have a system of 4nC4 equations with
4nC 4 unknowns (˛i .x/ and ˇi .x/; i D 1; : : : ;2nC 2). By solving this system the
unknown coefficients of Eq. (3.19) are uniquely obtained. Solving the above system
needs high CPU time.
Now, we present the following formula for calculating the reproducing kernel of
W nC12;a Œa;b.






a .x; t/; t  x;
L
fnC1g
a .x; t/; t > x;
be the reproducing kernel function of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space
W nC12;a Œa;b. Then, R
fnC1g













and LfnC1ga .x; t/DRfnC1ga .t;x/.
Proof of Theorem 4. It is enough to prove that the function KfnC1ga .x; t/ satisfies
in Eqs. (3.17), (3.18) and (3.20). For j D 0; : : : ;2nC 2, the j th-derivative of the






















.i j/Š ; n < j < 2nC2;











; j D n;
. 1/j n 1 .x a/2n jC1













.2n iC1/Š.i j/Š ; 0 j  n;P2nC1
iDj . 1/i n 1 .x a/
2n jC1
.2n iC1/Š.i j/Š ; n < j < 2n:
(3.23)
For LfnC1ga .x; t/ we have
L
fnC1g














Furthermore, for j D 0; : : : ;2nC 2, the j th-derivative of the function LfnC1ga .x; t/
















.i j/Š ; 0 j < nC1;


















.i j/Š ; 0 j < nC1;
0; n < j  2nC2;
(3.25)












.2n iC1/Š.i j/Š ; 0 j < nC1;
0; n < j  2nC2:
(3.26)
Thus, Eqs. (3.21) and (3.24), it is clear that @
2nC2KfnC1ga .x;t/











































jtDb D 0;n < j < 2n: (3.28)
According to Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28), Eq. (3.18) is proved. Also, using Eqs. (3.23)










































.2n iC1/Š.i j/Š ; 0 j  n:
(3.30)

























.2n iC1/Š.i j/Š ; n < j < 2nC1;






.2n iC1/Š.i j/Š ; 0 j  2n;











; 0 j  2n;
. 1/nC1; j D 2nC1:
D
(
. 1/nCj .x a/2n jC1 .1 1/2n jC1 ; 0 j  2n;
. 1/nC1; j D 2nC1:
D

0; 0 j  2n;
. 1/nC1; j D 2nC1:
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1 .x a/.t  a/C .x a/.t  a/2=2  .t  a/3=6
2 .x a/2.t  a/2=4C .x a/2.t  a/3=12  .x a/.t  a/4=24C .t  a/5=120
3 .x a/3.t  a/3=36C .x a/3.t  a/4=144  .x a/2.t  a/5=240
C.x a/.t  a/6=720  .t  a/7=5040
4 .x a/4.t  a/4=576C .x a/4.t  a/5=2880  .x a/3.t  a/6=4320
C.x a/2.t  a/7=10080  .x a/.t  a/8=40320C .t  a/9=362880
FIGURE 1. Comparing CPU time to compute the reproducing kernel
for space W m2 Œa;b

Explicit expressions of reproducing kernel functions inW nC12;a Œa;b for nD 1; : : : ;4,
are shown in Table 2.
Remark 1. For some values ofm (or n), we have calculated the reproducing kernel,
using two methods: the proposed explicit formula, and also by solving the system of
4m (or 4nC4) equations in 4m (or 4nC4) unknowns. Figures 1 and 2, represent the
advantage of the explicit formulas.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we examined some reproducing kernel spaces and we obtained ex-
plicit formulas for the reproducing kernel of these spaces. Usually finding the repro-
ducing kernel for solving large systems of differential equations is required (espe-
cially for high-order differential equations). For an nth-order differential equation,
we must solve a system of 4.nC 1/ equations in 4.nC 1/ unknowns which is very
time-consuming and therefore an explicit formula for these reproducing kernels is
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FIGURE 2. Comparing CPU time to compute the reproducing kernel
for space W nC12 Œa;b
very useful (see Figures 1 and 2).
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